
Course setting for experienced
competitors

”Special advices”

”black and blue courses”



The character of middle distance

Winning time 30-35 min

Changing directions

Mixture of short and some longer legs

Mixture of technical orienteering and route choices



Middle distance!?

Lack of diversity
Every leg same distance

Lots of changing directions, but……

…. it´s just like pickning berries



Middle distance with diversity!
Short, middle long and longer legs.
Changing directions☺



Australian Championships 2017
Middle distance part 1

From C 5 I would have preferred a longer leg



Australian Championships 2017
Middle distance part 2

Could be a better solution from
C 17- C20



Achieving route choices is rather easy using
topography, dense forest, large marshlands etc.

W-cup middle Sweden 2015



WOC 2013 Finland
Middle distance☺

Ask Tove Alexandersson about her route choice to C7



WOC 2015 Scotland
Middle distance

The best route to C5 is via C6

… and then back to C6 with a sharp angle



Scotland 2015



Avoid sharp angles!

Sharp angles helps runners coming from behind
when they see runners leaving the control



World cup final Switzerland 2017

Sharp angles, especially at C6 and C22



Acceptable sharp angle?

Yes, when runners have to
turn around a hill, cliff, 
forbidden area etc.

Not visible for incoming
runners☺



Acceptable sharp angle?



W-cup Latvia 2017

Excellent solution to avoid sharp angles☺



Controls hidden far away inside dense forest

Inside light green…… ok!

Inside middle green…..hm. Avoid

Inside dark green….. Definitely not! Hazardness for the runners



Acceptable in light green

Visibility 10-20 m and terrain features to follow☺



Try to avoid this control !



Never….. this is jeopardizing! Not fair.

Being just a handfull meters 
away can result in several
minutes of lost time



A loop is very useful when the competition area is small or narrow, 
especially on a middle distance

But be aware of following…….



Avoid route choices between C6 and C7

Competitors starting later will have some help if they can see which route 
earlier started have chosen.



NOF, national test before WOC 2016

Three different route choices towards C16 visible for runners who just have started



WOC 2014 Italy, middle distance

No route choices towards
C9☺
But I would have liked
C9 a bit more towards
south west



WOC 2012 Switzerland, middle distance

No special route choices to C15☺



Norwegian championships, middle distance

Best choice is strait ahead to C13 so this is ok☺



WOC 2016 Sweden, middle distance

Is this really ok?



World Games Poland 2017, middle distance

Three loops and 
one map change



The character of long distance

Long legs with route choices
interupted with shorter legs

A physical challenge

Winning time for elite, national championships 90 min

……. other classes depends on age

The long legs doesn´t need to be technical, the route choice
is the most important problem to solve……  

…. but the shorter may be technical difficult



18 controls, length of course 5,5 km.

Middle distance?

No it wasn´t, it was long distance M55

Around 10 controls had been enough

18C and 5,5 km is a relevant middle distance for M21E☺



Long distance; a mix of long and shorter legs, no sharp angles

The character of long distance
isn´t only the length of the course
but also this mix of different legs



W-cup final 2017, Grindelwald Switzerland
Long distance, best route choice towards C12…..



W-cup final 2017

…..and then back again on the same road for several km



Euromeeting 2016 Latvia
Long distance

Two very different
main routes towards C12. 
Strait ahead or around the hill☺



”Dead running” 

This has been very a important concept about learning course setting in Sweden since decades

More useful to avoid dead running some decades back 
when the maps didn´t have the quality they have today









If you have found an interesting leg for your course setting don´t hesitate!
Use it!



Then continue the course before and after the leg you have chosen.



Relay forking according to the ”Farsta method”
Forking on four different locations gives 16 alternatives (2x2x2x2=16)



Relay forking according to the ”Motala method”.
Three different courses and some common controls for e.g. radiocontrols. 
Useful method when having just a few teams on the same level.  



Relay WOC 2015 Scotland. Using this kind of forking requires a math genious☺

Even the competitors were confused when they came back to some controls for the second time. 


